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Getting Started

• Google presentation link: 
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1REM5Y8pGr2C11l43HhN4
NdJImE5Z2et7CMGUiO9lRYk/edit?usp=sharing

• My introduction

• Who’s in the room?

• Session overview
• Grounding assumptions/ACES Background/Why this matters

• Action/Problem-solving/Ideas/Discussion

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1REM5Y8pGr2C11l43HhN4NdJImE5Z2et7CMGUiO9lRYk/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1REM5Y8pGr2C11l43HhN4NdJImE5Z2et7CMGUiO9lRYk/edit?usp=sharing


Books that have influenced me…



Underlying Assumptions

1. Mental health is part of well-being and is important at all 

ages

2. Mental health and physical health interact with each 

other

3. Mental health crisis globally (some Covid-19 related but 

many trends happening pre-covid)

4. As a world we need to pay attention to mental health and 

well-being



Assumptions continued 

1. Early positive social and emotional experiences wire the 

brain for future well-being

2. Parents, caregivers and educators significantly impact 

child development and child mental health

3. Unpredictable caregiving is very stressful to infants and 

children and can have long-term impacts in the brain

4. The child’s exposure to ACES and the parents’/caregiver’s 

exposure to ACES are both relevant for individual and 

family well-being



ACES—Adverse childhood experiences

What is adversity for young children? Examples? 





Consequences of Adversity

• Adversity doesn’t just happen to children, it happens inside them

• Parents often say things like “he doesn’t know what’s happening” or 

“she’s too young to understand”, but the body knows

• Adversity is a problem for developing brains

• Adversity leads to a damaged stress response

“…the intersection of trauma and the developmentally appropriate 

egocentrism of childhood often leads a little kid to think I made it 

happen. (Harris p. 101)



Stress Response System

• ACES and trauma manifest in predictable ways that have to do with 
neurochemistry and neurobiology.  

• The body’s stress response is designed to help survival. 

• We are biologically wired to use flee/fight/freeze. 

• Over-activated stress response leads to development of 
hypervigilance/dissociation. 

• Associated with life-long consequences for physical health, mental 
health, learning and development





ACES and Education 

• There is a connection between adversity/stress/trauma and 
academic performance. 

• Kids need pre-frontal cortex for executive functioning (to be 
able to pay attention, follow directions, remember, learn) but 
an activated stress response system cuts off communication 
with the higher parts of the brain and prevents 
learning/memory/integration. 

• When children whose stress response systems are hyperactive 
or dissociated their higher level brain is not engaged and they 
cannot learn 



Pupil Fair Dismissal Act (PFDA)

In 2020 MN amended the PFDA to include “prohibiting disciplinary 
dismissals for students in preschool and prekindergarten programs 
allowing exceptions for expulsions or exclusions only when specified 
nonexclusionary discipline strategies are exhausted and there is “an 
ongoing serious safety threat to the child or others.” 

Minnesota Laws 2020, Chapter 8, Article 5, Section 1



Misunderstanding stress and trauma 
associated behaviors leads to mislabeling
• Hypervigilance gets diagnosed as ADHD 

• Resistance and defiance of alarm and fear (freeze/dissociation) gets 
labelled as Oppositional Defiant Disorder 

• Fight behavior gets students charged with assault 

• Can also be more subtle
• EC/PE Chronic sleep issues can be linked to trauma

• Parents may bring trauma responses into classrooms—overreaction to a spill 
or an outburst by their children and/or shuts down 



Stomp!



Questions?/Stretch



Action: Directly asking caregivers about ACES

What are the advantages of directly asking about/addressing ACES? 

What are the barriers to this approach?

Ways to overcome barriers? 



Adult Screening





Barriers

• Stigma/don’t think parents will be honest

• None of my business/too private

• Not my role

• Not sure how to deal with people who are triggered/get in over my 
head/get triggered myself

• Not relevant to the parents work with/working in a high income 
district

• Rather talk about trauma more generally/ACES does not cover all 
trauma and other toxic stress



Problem-solving
• Implement universal screenings for EC to normalize the conversation 

• Give parent time to read/process and/or provide in multiple languages

• Don’t have children translate for parents

• Show list but do not ask people to tell you which ACES (and maybe not 
even how many)

• Simply plant the idea that individuals/families could talk to someone

• Talk about trauma/ACEs in PE classes in a general way

• Do not assume that because you work in a privileged community that 
nobody has high ACE scores

• Give caregivers multiple opportunities to see/discuss/come forward

• What else?



•



Action: Assume that lots of parents/children/ 
staff have trauma in background
• There is an argument that we ALL have trauma backgrounds

• Incorporate trauma informed practice into regular routines. 

• For example, activities that promote mind/body connection 
can help with regulation/integration whether you have an 
immediate trauma background or not (meditation, yoga, 
positive imagery, breathing exercises, etc…)

What are the advantages of this approach? 

What specifically can you do? 



•



Value of self-care



Value of 2-5 minutes



Music/dancing/movement/rhythm 

are all common parts of indigenous/traditional cultures 

• Call and response as a method of learning

• Rhythmic music can be very regulating
• Discordant music might not be welcomed

• It is developmentally appropriate to have children move around and make noise in 
an early childhood classroom, remember that some children may find it 
dysregulating.  

• Ideas to balance both needs?



Power of positive implicit memory
• Tap into the senses

• Having families identify “Songs of care”

• Caregiver heartbeat can be very regulating for an infant/young 
child.  Can record heartbeat with phone microphone 

• Sensory play opportunities (both parents and children)

• Forest bathing/nature activities 

• “Aromatherapy”

• Other examples? 





Other Ideas

• Positive imagery/grounding exercises (beginning/during transitions)

• Brain gym activities/crossing the midline activity with hands and feet 



Final thoughts and discussion…

The healthier parents get, the healthier their children may also get 
(Harris p. 107)



Resources

Aces Aware https://www.acesaware.org/

CDC https://www.cdc.gov/violenceprevention/aces/index.html

Turnaround for children https://turnaroundusa.org/

Activating the brain with movement breaks https://youtu.be/SsKLihqkcd0

Murphey, D. & Sacks, V. (2019). Supporting Students with Adverse Childhood 

Experiences: How educators and schools can help. 

https://www.aft.org/ae/summer2019/murphey_sacks

Music Therapy Works. https://www.musictherapyworks.co.uk/music-resources-for-

home-learning

https://turnaroundusa.org/
https://www.musictherapyworks.co.uk/music-resources-for-home-learning
https://www.musictherapyworks.co.uk/music-resources-for-home-learning
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